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WHAT EXACTLY
ARE WE
OFFERING YOU?
Fixed premium of 100% with a further share of 50% of the
Film's net profits, that will be paid pro rata from all additional
revenues from exploits of the Film across all territories in
perpetuity. A 165% ROI as a conservative estimate.
Full Executive Producer Film Credit. Your name in the Film,
and on IMDB, in a comedy feature film with John Cleese,
Megan McKenna, and Eric Roberts.

VIP Invitation to the Film's red carpet premiere with the
stars of your film (yes, this will be your film too). There will
be a red carpet, champagne, press, and photographs.

THE FILM

CLICK ON THE
SCREEN TEST BELOW

HTTPS://VIMEO.COM/568649904

THE CAST

JOHN
CLEESE
5.6M
FOLLOWERS

121K
FOLLOWERS

1.2M VIEWERS
PER TV/PROMO
INTERVIEW

John Cleese A British comedy legend whose name and
status are ubiquitous in the UK & Ireland.
John is also incredibly active on social media. Having
managed to not only keep his core following, but also
converting many of them online. In addition, he's
managed to convince the newer generation of his comedy
genius, which has led him to accumulate millions of
Cleese-fans worldwide.
John's fans are notoriously loyal, engaging regularly with
his frequent social media rants/posts.
John plays Ollie's gay father 'Terry'.

MEGAN
MCKENNA
2.3M
FOLLOWERS

600K
FOLLOWERS

600K VIEWERS
PER TV/PROMO
INTERVIEW

Megan McKenna A significant figure in the world of
British reality television.
Megan was one of the stars in The Only Way is Essex
(TOWIE), and has also appeared on Celebrity Big Brother,
Celebrity X Factor, Ex on the Beach, and most recently
Celebrity Masterchef. Megan is a firm household name in
relation to our target market and her online following will
be a powerful captive audience for the film's promotion.
Megan plays Ollie's ex-wife 'Lily'.

ERIC
ROBERTS
50K
FOLLOWERS

20K
FOLLOWERS

150K VIEWERS
PER TV/PROMO
INTERVIEW

Eric Roberts An Academy Award nominee acting legend from
arguably one of the most famous families in Hollywood.
Brother to Julia Roberts and father to Emma Roberts.
His performance in Runaway Train (1985), as prison escapee
Buck McGeehy, earned him a third Golden Globe nod and a
nomination for the Academy Award for Best Supporting
Actor.
Eric plays 'Peter', a member of Ollie's therapy group, who
recalls an uncomfortable yet hilarious story about how he
discovered his wife cheating.

THE NUMBERS

PROJECTED
REVENUE
VOD & TV
SALES

BOX OFFICE
SALES

£1,100,000

£1,200,000

SALES & DISTRIBUTION
We are, of course, aiming to become a Netflix Original, and they may well come to us and
purchase the film outright on completion for a very handsome sum. But no one can guarantee
this. However, what we do know we can achieve is the 165% Investor ROI via box office and
Amazon Prime.
'How to Make Her Cheat' has based its Box Office projections on the performance of similar
British Independent Films (with an enormous dose of modesty).
The film already has interest from Signature Entertainment, VMI International, Sublimity
Entertainment & Film Seekers, among others, to represent the film on completion for global
sales and distribution in key territories. These companies have a proven track record of grossing
receipts that run into the hundreds of millions worldwide.
The VOD projections are based on a direct-to-Amazon-Prime rental agreement (already in place).
The rental fee will be set at £3.49, where Amazon Prime will take 50%,
leaving us with £1.74 per rental purchase.
With our guaranteed reach of 12M of our target audience alone
via our marketing strategies,
we have (once again modestly) calculated an average conversion rate of 5%.
For a detailed breakdown, request our 'Detailed Financial Projections & Cash Flow' document.

BREAKDOWN OF
PROJECTIONS

INVESTOR'S
RETURN ON INVESTMENT
We can guarantee that the first money earned from the film is going straight
to the investors until their full investment is returned + 100%.
After that, you can expect 50% of any net profit for as long as the film exists.
We can already guarantee almost £50,000 from the BFI as a tax incentive,
which will be paid to you directly. That means that we have already secured
almost 20% of your investment.

BUDGET
£445,000
The good news is that £169,000 has already
been raised. The majority of this sum is being
covered by Anna Barbara Films & £18,000
comes from Product Placement companies
supplying props, costumes & set design.
The remaining £276,000 is open to investors.
We're offering a total of 10 profit shares at:

£27,600
each.

38%
ABF
Investment

62%
Partner
Investment

MARKETING
STRATEGY

12 MILLION PEOPLE
WILL SEE THE TRAILER
6M PEOPLE VIA OUR CAST
4M PEOPLE VIA PAID MARKETING
2M PEOPLE VIA MARKETING STUNTS

TV & PRESS
'ABSOLUTELY,
WE ALWAYS WANT TO INTERVIEW JOHN
AND THE PROJECT SOUNDS EXCITING!'

'WE'D LOVE TO SPEAK
TO JOHN ABOUT YOUR FILM!
WHEN WOULD HE BE FREE TO DO THIS?'

THE DAILY MIRROR

METRO

We already have interviews scheduled with:
The Mirror
The Radio Times
The Daily Express, Metro
In talks with The Graham Norton Show.
As John's playing a gay character for the first time
in his career, the response from media outlets has
been overwhelming.

Our 3 stars are contractually obligated to:
Promote the film via a minimum of
8 social media posts each, across
Instagram & Twitter.
6 TV/PROMO interviews each.
From these assets alone, our conservative
estimate is that the film will reach a
minimum of 6 million people.

INSTAGRAM

MARKETING STUNTS

£30k marketing spend (baked into the budget)
on Facebook & Instagram. The film's trailer will
be exposed to a guaranteed
4 million women aged 18-53 in the UK & Ireland
(our target market).

Our Publicist and Marketing genius Jacob Sempler is
currently working on preparing two marketing stunts,
with John Cleese for the release of the film. Jacob is the
creator of the infamous website trumpdonald.org - a
landing page that became more popular than Donald
Trump's own website with over
100 million visitors in under a month.

Not only this, our spend will ensure that they
are guaranteed to see it
11 TIMES each.
According to Forbes, Instagram has an average
conversion rate of 5.6% on purchases between
£0-£159.

In addition, our director Michael Boccalini was
responsible for keeping the entire city of Paris under
baited breath for an hour, as he sent 'The French
Spiderman' up the tallest building in Paris. The stunt
reached over 2 million people via the French and British
media.

SO, WHO ARE WE?

.COM

COMEDY EXPERIENCE
Comedy Film - Love Possibly (2018) - Can be found on:

Raindance Film Festival / 60 awards worldwide
Currently providing online comedy content for O2 &
NBC Universal
In pre-production with a comedy series with John Cryer
at Discount Sushi Productions and in development with
a comedy drama series with Big Talk Productions

MISSION STATEMENT
Our goal is to produce commercially-driven motion
pictures that will entertain, educate, surprise, and
refresh the spirit of true independent filmmaking
through provocative storytelling.

Anna Barbara Films will bring over 30 years of
experience, expertise, and professionalism to the
production of 'How to Make Her Cheat'.

OUR
TEAM
MICHAEL
BOCCALINI

CHE
GRANT

STEVE
HODGETTS

Director & Producer

Director & Producer

Writer & Producer

michael@annabarb.com

che@annabarb.com

steve@annabarb.com

PHIL
RYMER

MEGAN
MERATI

AZIM
CHOUDHURY

Lawyer

Casting & Producer

Accountant

megan@annabarb.com

QUICK RECAP
YOUR BENEFITS

Fixed premium of 100% with a further share of 50% of the
Film's net profits, that will be paid pro rata from all additional
revenues from exploits of the Film across all territories in
perpetuity. A lucrative 165% ROI as a conservative estimate.

Full Executive Producer Film Credit. Your name in the Film,
and on IMDB, in a comedy feature film with John Cleese,
Megan McKenna, and Eric Roberts.

VIP Invitation to the Film's premiere with the stars of
your film (yes, this will be your film too). There will be a
red carpet, champagne, press, and photographs.

WE'D LOVE TO HAVE
YOU ONBOARD
Thank you for reading this far, we truly appreciate it. We're
incredibly passionate about this project, and nothing makes us
prouder than offering a genuine return for an investor.
Supporting documentation is available on request, and we are
happy to send you:
Full Budget Top Sheet
Detailed Financial Projections & Cash Flow (5 years)
Risks & Mitigations
We'd love to answer any questions you might have.
When would be a good time to talk?

CONTACT US

+1 626 200 9116
michael@annabarb.com
www.annabarb.com

THANK YOU FOR
YOUR TIME.

